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New Willows High Enabling Works 

Outline Drainage Statement 

1. BACKGROUND 

The existing Willows High School, situated in Tremorfa, Cardiff, is proposed to be relocated to a new site within 

the East Moors area along Lewis Road.  The site area comprises of three main areas identifiable as Ocean Park 

Arena, Splott Market, and Lewis Road Studios split by Lewis Road (Refer to Figure 1).  A package of enabling 

works to the existing site area are proposed which seek to remove a number of constraints to the existing site in 

advance of the main high school construction works being undertaken.  These works include:  

• Demolition of existing building structures; 

• Removal of existing hardstanding (with the exception of Lewis Road) and building slabs; 

• Carrying out required highways works following the stopping up of Lewis Road and Forgeside Close 

including the provision of an Active Travel route; 

• Removal of any contaminated ground/material that cannot be reused and stockpiling of reusable 

excavated material; 

• Minor re-grading works to create safe and relatively level development platforms; 

• Secure site boundary to the overall site; 

• Service diversions & installation of new utilities to include suitable connection points; & 

• Drainage works to include removal of redundant drainage, diversion, installation of temporary land 

drainage if required and proposed SuDS and surface water drainage construction to serve the active 

travel route. 
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Figure 1: Enabling Works Site Layout (AHR, Mar 2022) 

2. OBJECTIVE 

The objective of this statement is to outline the proposals in relation to the existing drainage arrangements at 

the Lewis Road site considering the scope of the proposed enabling works which are subject to planning 

approval.  This is informed by available site information, namely:  

• Proposed Enabling Works Site Layout, ref 486-AHR-XX-ZZ-DR-A-0105-106, AHR Architects June 

2022; 

• 3D Topographical Survey, drawing ref. 6909 by Solum Surveying Ltd, Feb 2022; 

• Below Ground Services Survey, drawing ref. 7503 by Solum Surveying Ltd, Feb 2022; 

• Dwr Cymru Welsh Water (DCWW) Asset Mapping, accessed March 2022; 

• CCTV Drainage Survey, ref 14097-01, Draintech (March 2022); 

• Site walkovers undertaken on 09/11/21 & 11/05/22 by the author; 

• Developed site option 2 ground floor layout, by AHR, Feb 2022; & 

• Initial consultation with Cardiff SAB undertaken on 02/03/2022 with Ian Titherington. 

This document deals with the enabling works proposals only and does not present a drainage strategy for the 

final development proposals.  Fundamentally however the enabling works proposals as they relate to drainage 

seek not to compromise the ability of the final development to achieve a fully compliant drainage system in line 

with the requirements of the statutory standards for sustainable drainage systems in Wales.  Instead, it sets out 

how existing constraints might be removed or dealt with in order to enable the development coming forward. 

A separate flood risk statement has been prepared to support the enabling works planning application. 
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3. OVERVIEW OF EXISTING DRAINAGE REGIME & CONSTRAINTS 

3.1 Public Sewers 

Within the site and surrounding areas, a network of public sewers have been identified from DCWW records 

(Refer to Figure 2).  

 

Figure 2: Lewis Road DCWW Asset Record Mapping (Aug 2021) 

Ocean Park Arena 

• 2 no. 1950mm dia. combined water sewers pass S-N & E-W beneath the Ocean Park Arena 

approximately 6.7m deep (to invert).  Flows from these sewers discharge to the Lewis Road 

combined sewer via a route that heads north out of the park and then east along to Lewis Road. 

Splott Market 

• A dedicated surface water sewer (225mm dia Concrete) directs flows from the north side of the 

existing Splott Market building to a combined water public sewer spur situated within the existing 

eastern boundary of the site. 

• A dedicated foul water sewer (225mm dia Concrete) runs in parallel with the surface water sewer 

and also directs flows from the existing Splott Market building to a combined water public sewer 

spur situated within the existing eastern boundary of the site. 

• The 450mm dia combined water sewer spur, approx. 4.5m deep to invert, discharges flows to the 

public combined water sewer situated beneath Lewis Road. 

Lewis Road 

• A strategic combined water 3350mm dia brickwork sewer approximately 6.55m deep to invert 

conveys flows from north to south through the entire length of Lewis Road which is situated within 

the proposed extents of the site.  This sewer is the destination for both surface water runoff and 

foul water discharge for the entire existing site area identified in Figure 1.  
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Lewis Road Studios 

• The upstream end of a dedicated surface water sewer (identified on mapping as a 150mm dia VC 

pipe), of unknown depth, appears to serve the studios area of the site and directs flows south 

through the Portmanmoor Industrial Estate area before discharging flows to the Lewis Road 

Combined Sewer. 

• Similarly, just to the east of the surface water sewer, a dedicated foul sewer (identified on mapping 

as a 150mm dia VC pipe), of unknown depth, runs in parallel and directs flows south through the 

Portmanmoor Industrial Estate area before discharging flows to the Lewis Road Combined Sewer 

via the same combined water spur as the surface water line. 

All public sewers have associated no build easements required by DCWW who have been consulted on these 

matters as they relate to the proposed development. 

3.2 Highway Drainage 

Titan Road 

Titan Road passes E-W along the northern boundary of the Splott Market site before heading north to Forgeside 

Close.  Historically this road used to continue east through the Splott Market site and formed a junction with 

Lewis Road (Refer to Figure 3).  Titan road and its turning head to the western end is served by a series of 

traditional gullies.  

 

Figure 3: Satellite image of Titan Road extent within Splott Market (ref Google Maps, 2022) 

Whilst the section of road within the site is no longer used as an access off Lewis Road, the drainage for it is still 

in place.  Titan Road (current and historic alignment) and a section of Forgeside Close is served by a 1.8m deep 

300mm dia. concrete pipe running W-E which conveys flows to the combined water sewer spur that serves the 

wider Splott Market site and discharges to the combined sewer situated in Lewis Road (Refer to Figure 4). 

Old Titan Road 
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Figure 4: Extract of Existing Drainage Arrangements drawing ref NWH-HYD-XX-XX-DR-C-1202 (Hydrock, 2022) highlighting Titan Road highway drainage 

Lewis Road 

Lewis Road appears to be served by a series of traditional gullies situated along the eastern channel line of the 

road.  From the survey information, it is considered than these gullies are served by a 150mm dia VC surface 

water drain which runs just behind the gullies within the Lewis Road eastern footway.  The drain is indicated on 

the services survey to direct flows north however levels provided at access chambers in two locations on the 

run actually suggest fall is to the south.  The exact discharge point is yet to be proven however it is considered 

that the drain almost certainly discharges to the Lewis Road combined public sewer perhaps via a connection to 

an existing chamber situated at the southern end of Lewis Road. 

3.3 Private on plot network 

All areas of the existing site are currently served by dedicated private drainage networks.  In summary: 

3.3.1 Surface Water 

Ocean Park Arena (Externals) 

Ocean Park Arena comprises two 3G pitches which were recently installed and a car park area to the south.  The 

pitches are considered to have their own dedicated surface water runoff drainage system.  The car park area to 

the south is shown by the survey information to be drained by a series of traditional gullies.  A network of 

surface water drains, typically 225mm dia. VC convey flows to the combined public sewer which passes S-N 

through the area via a chamber situated within the southern extent of the car park. 

Splott Market 

The Splott Market site comprises three main areas, the building, large car park to the west side and large apron 

to the north side which is surfaced with gravel/stone.  The survey information shows the building rainwater 

downpipes situated on the northern and southern elevations and central valley line are served by a surface 

Splott Market 

Discharge point to combined 

water public sewer 
N 
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water drainage network that directs flows north to the 225mm dia public surface water sewer identified in 

Section 3.1 - Splott Market.  This same network serves the western car park via a circa 1.0m deep central 

drainage run (225mm dia VC) that picks up a series of linear drainage channels that dissect the car park N-S at 

regular intervals.  There are no formal drainage arrangements recorded in the survey information to the 

northern stoned apron area. 

Lewis Road Studios 

The buildings, car park areas, and roads are served by a dedicated surface water drainage network.  From the 

survey information, this network looks to pick up the rainwater downpipes situated on the western elevation of 

the main studios building, the road and car parking to the west which are served by traditional gullies/linear 

drainage channels and direct flows north via a 225mm dia VC drain.  Via dye testing, the CCTV survey confirmed 

that this drain wraps around the northern end of the building and directs flows to a 300mm dia VC surface 

water drain which direct flows south on the eastern side of the building.  This drain serves the rainwater pipes 

situated on the eastern elevation, the road and car parking areas to the east and also the smaller building within 

the south part of the studios site area. 

The 300/375mm dia. drain is considered to be a sewer south of the chamber situated opposite the 

Portmanmoor Road junction as an incoming 300mm dia. pipe can be seen on the survey to be entering the site 

from the east.  This is considered to serve a wider part of the Portmanmoor Industrial Estate and/or its roads 

(Refer to Figure 5). 
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Figure 5: Extract of Existing Drainage Arrangements drawing ref NWH-HYD-XX-XX-DR-C-1202 (Hydrock, 2022) highlighting the chamber to which an 
incoming SW drain from Portmanmoor Road/Industrial Estate connects to the Studios site. 

The sewer heads south before connecting with the public surface water sewer identified on DCWW mapping, 

passing through the wider Portmanmoor Industrial estate and eventually discharging to the Lewis Road 

combined sewer. 
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3.3.2 Foul Water 

Ocean Park Arena (Externals) 

There is no dedicated private foul water drainage serving the Ocean Park Arena externals. 

Splott Market 

The private foul water network within the Splott Market site is limited to a single drain which serves a toilet 

block within the south eastern corner of this part of the site to the rear of the market building.  The drain 

150mm dia. PVC snakes north under the market building to discharge flows to the 225mm dia public foul water 

sewer identified within the old section of Titan Road. 

Lewis Road Studios 

The main studios building, from survey information looks to be served by a piped network which serves pick up 

points (soil vent pipes, stub stacks etc.) to the rear (western) side of the building which directs flows below slab 

via a drain (100mm dia. VC) that passes under the centre of the building.  This drain is picked up by a 225mm 

dia. VC drain that directs flows south east, along with the eastern elevation pick up point discharges, to a 

chamber situated in the Portmanmoor Road junction directly opposite the building. 

Similarly, to the surface water network, flows are directed south west, picking up flows from the building within 

the south of the site and heading through the wider Portmanmoor industrial Estate before discharge to the 

Lewis Road combined sewer.  This sewer also looks to serve further curtilages offsite then it is likely the case 

that is was subject to the sewer transfer regulations of 2011 and may now be owned by DCWW despite not 

being shown on their records. 
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4. PROPOSED DRAINAGE ENABLING WORKS 

Works are proposed to the existing drainage arrangements within the site area to support the overall objectives 

of the enabling works for the site removing or reducing the constraints that the existing drainage poses on the 

final development proposals.  New proposals are also made to serve the proposed active travel route.  Together 

these are shown by the drawings NWH-HYD-XX-XX-DR-C-2201-2204 and may be summarised as follows: 

4.1 Ocean Park Arena (Externals) 

EW Proposal Description 

Removal N/A 

Diversion N/A 

Maintain It is understood that any future proposals to this area of the site in relation to the New Willows High are 
for use by the students of the existing sports facilities and potentially for staff to park within the existing 
car park area but with the introduction of a dedicated student footpath from the east.  As such there are 
no proposals as part of the enabling works phase to make any changes to the existing drainage 
arrangements in this area and so all existing drainage will be maintained. 
 

 

4.2 Splott Market 

EW Proposal Description 

Removal • All existing private dedicated surface and foul water drainage including runoff collection features 
such as linear drainage channels and gullies (only if the hardstanding is removed). 

• Dedicated DCWW public surface and foul water sewers. 

• A limited section of DCWW public Combined water sewer. 

• Any historic redundant private drainage within the northern apron area (if identified). 

Diversion A couple of gullies to the north of Splott Market within the Forgeside Close southern channel line are to 
be relocated with diverted connections to suit.  This is to allow for the stopping up of the existing Splott 
Market filter lane. 

Maintain 
• Titan Road/Forgeside Close Highway Drainage 

To be maintained until such a time that a detailed design for the drainage/SuDS serving the 
realigned/narrowed Titan Road for the proposed permanent development is undertaken.  
Ultimately around half of this drain will be re-routed through/around the proposed school 
development to its existing discharge point. 

• DCWW Combined Water Sewer 

Connection to Lewis Road Combined Water Sewer to be maintained including upstream chamber 
with a view to becoming the main discharge point for the future school development. 
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4.3 Lewis Road Stopping Up 

EW Proposal Description 

Removal Removal of gullies/kerb outlets and connections to highway drain capped off through limited section of 
Lewis Road that will instead have the new active travel route and associated SuDS provision. 

Diversion Northern end of stopping up works to include some relocation of existing gullies and diverted 
connections to suit. 

Maintain 
• DCWW Strategic Combined Water 3000-3350mm dia Sewer to be maintained and DCWW easement 

observed. 

• Existing Lewis Road highway drain and majority of kerb outlets/gullies to remain so that the stopped 
up road surface that remains in interim phase continues to drain. 

New New Bioretention Strip/ Areas and associated drainage connections to serve active travel route as it 
passes along the eastern edge of Lewis Road, a proposed turning head south of stopping up works, and 
amendments to the remaining section of Lewis Road down to the junction with Ocean Way. This will 
provide interception, water quality, amenity, biodiversity, and flow reduction benefits. 

 

4.4 Lewis Road Studios 

EW Proposal Description 

Removal All existing private dedicated surface and foul water drainage. 

Diversion Dedicated surface and foul water sewers along the eastern side of the site area/south eastern corner 
respectively to be relocated into the proposed active travel route thus removing them as a constraint 
from the site. Existing road/third party property connections to be reformed providing connection to the 
sewers in their new locations. 

Maintain Any drains or sewers (foul, surface or combined water) that enter the site from the wider Portmanmoor 
Industrial Estate.  These connections to sewers downstream must be maintained along with those 
drains/sewers that provide a discharge point to this part of the site. 

New A new under-drained swale is to be formed along the edge of the active travel route along its whole 
length as it passes around the eastern and southern studios site area boundaries.  This will provide 
interception, water quality, amenity, biodiversity, and flow reduction benefits.  Outlets for the swale will 
be provided at regular intervals with connections made to the diverted surface water sewer. 

 

These works are proposed on the basis that all existing structures are to be demolished and all existing 

hardstanding is to be removed with a clean granular surface to remain. 

5. TEMPORARY LAND DRAINAGE 

On the basis that the overall enabling works will provide clean and granular development platforms, no 

additional drainage in the temporary state is deemed to be required however it may the case that the 

contractor deem cut off ditches/land drainage measures necessary to prevent local ponding, protect the water 

environment and prevent runoff from leaving the site.  These measures will not be connected to public sewers. 
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6. CONSENTS & APPROVALS 

6.1 SAB Approval 

In advance of the enabling works planning application, an initial consultation was held with Ian Titherington, 

Lead SAB Officer, Cardiff Council on 2nd March 2022.  The meeting provided an opportunity to discuss the 

enabling works in the context of SAB requirements. 

On the basis that the proposals will see: 

• No exacerbation of flood risk; 

• No negative impact on the existing runoff characteristics; & 

• An increase in time of entry from a very efficient runoff to sewer drainage regime. 

SAB approval was agreed not be required for the enabling works.  This however didn’t include consideration for 

the Active Travel Route as at the time of the discussions this hadn't been proposed.  This particular aspect of the 

scheme is considered to require SAB approval noting that the area of construction is over 100m2.  This is 

considered to constitute a standalone SAB application which is to be made independent of the planning 

application. 

6.2 Public Water Authority 

A limited extent of existing DCWW public sewers present within the site are proposed for diversion, removal, or 

reduction in length.  These proposals will be subject to S185 agreement with DCWW. 

6.3 Highways 

Any highway drainage changes will form part of the Section 248/248 & 278 agreements associated with the 

Lewis Road stopping up and Titan/Forgeside Road realignment and changes.  Therefore, detail design proposals 

will be subject to highway approval at the appropriate stage. 

7. SUMMARY 

It is considered that the drainage related proposals for the enabling works have been well considered and a 

detailed appraisal of the existing drainage arrangements and the enabling works proposals has been presented.  

As part of the proposals a scheme of SuDS is proposed to serve the proposed active travel route which will 

provide interception, water quality, flow reduction, amenity and biodiversity benefits.  As such, it is not 

considered that drainage considerations form a barrier to the granting of planning permission for the enabling 

works. 

 


